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One More Light

Chester Bennington was the front man of Linkin Park, a nu-metal/alternative band that appeared on the scene in 2000 with
their debut album Hybrid Theory. At this point I was 13 and at the start of my journey with depression, which was severe at the
beginning.
Linkin Park, along with other bands such as Papa Roach, Korn, and Limp Bizkit provided the soundtrack to my life. The anger,
the pain and the shear honesty of their anguish aided me through some of the darkest times in my life. Linkin Park, in particular,
touched my soul, they had awesome riffs, some really uplifting lyrics and an awe-inspiring singer whose voice was like liquid gold.
As time wore on and my music tastes evolved so did their music. Chester’s lyrics were perfectly balanced between light and dark,
he spoke to you in the depths of despair and then lifted you up to be a stronger person.
I am devastated that Chester has passed, I am upset at how he left us, I am crying with everyone who has ever felt that low to
consider suicide. I have been in that empty blank space when you have no feelings left to feel, no energy to tell yourself things
will be ok anymore and you just want to sleep and never wake up. I don’t want a single person to feel that way again, I wish there
was a miracle cure.
For now, with every story of suicide, with every story of any mental illness I hope that it at least brings awareness, support and
help to those that are silently screaming. That way, we can make light out of this
darkness, we can bring strength in the deepest pits of despair and we can make
sure that tragedy’s like Chester’s happen less and less.
Pay attention to those around you, it doesn’t matter how many friends they have,
what their income is, where they live… depression does not discriminate. People
may try to reach out to you in tentative ways, they may push you away, they may
turn their back completely, but if you care about them just make sure they know
that you are listening. Listen to their unspoken words, the sentences that they
don’t quite finish, notice their anxious body language, the nails that are so badly
bitten they bleed, pay attention when they are constantly ‘joking’ about how
much they hate themselves… support, love unconditionally and never judge.
Chester Bennington inspired a generation and that is something we will never
forget. His name is written in all our hearts and souls. Forever.
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There’s Still Hope

By Tom Wavre

Since the tragic suicide of Chester Bennington, I have read numerous comments which
roughly go like this: ‘I have a mental health
condition but if someone like Chester with
all the money, success, children etc that he
had still couldn’t survive his demons, what
hope do I have?’
It is natural for us to look at others, those
who seem to have more than us, better lives
than us and feel a sense of hopelessness
when that persons life reaches such a bleak
and tragic conclusion. However, what it
serves to remind us is that the tired old saying ‘money can’t buy happiness’ is actually
very true. Only 10% of our happiness can be
predicted by external factors.
Commercial success, money, fame, being idolised by thousands or
even millions do not help to stop the demons running havoc in our
brains. But rather than feeling downhearted about this realisation,
I hope it can serve as an inspiration and actually show you that you
have a greater chance of surviving your demons by having made
this realisation. There is no quick fix to mental illness, there is no
one formula that will see you reach a better place, but it is important to focus your energies and your fight in the right place. If we
put hopes of our recovery on how much money we make, or how
much success we have (and I am categorically NOT talking about
Chester right now as I don’t know anywhere near enough about his
inner workings to be able to do so) we will never find that sense of
recovery that we are all looking for.
I’ve quoted this before but there was a study done that measured
the levels of happiness of those who won millions on the lottery
and those who had lost a limb. Obviously immediately after both
of these events the levels of happiness shot in opposite directions,
however well within 12months there was no statistical difference
in happiness between the two groups.
While it makes me sound more like a hippy than I would generally like, happiness, or a route out of depression has to come
from within. Putting hopes of recovery on external events,
achievements, validation will only ever give a short term boost,
but give no long term resolution to your situation.
Chester Bennington, Chris Cornell, Robin Williams, Kurt Cobain,
etc all found far more money, success, adulation etc than any of
us will ever get a sense of during our lifetime, but it did nothing
to silence the demons within. So please, because of their
deaths, rather than feel lost and unable to see any future, focus
your energies and dreams on the areas that can make a positive
difference.
Be you, embrace you, flaws and qualities, don’t fear your mind,
but do be aware of it. Talk, reach out to people, never hide
from your mind, find help where it is available. The overwhelming majority of people who die by suicide, don’t actually want
to die, they simply want their pain to stop. It won’t be an easy
road, it won’t be quick, but there are other ways to stop that
pain than suicide.
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A newspaper is placed in front of us and whilst I can’t remember the exact headline, the words “Cobain dead” still feel gut
wrenching today and it was the very moment my heart broke
to pieces. I knew Cobain and Nirvana were no more. It was
the first time I had come not only face to face with the death
of a celebrity role model, but had learned of a death that was
caused by suicide.

Hidden In Plain Sight

By Jeremy Welton

The year is 1991, my older brother is in college, and much like
most kids in their late teens when they leave school, his music
tastes are being explored and have been expanded by the people who surround him. Much of the great music he discovered
on this path made its way to his siblings, thus it didn’t take
long for me, at the impressionable age of just 7 years old, to
become acquainted to what became a huge part of the early
90’s rock scene in the form of grunge music.
The very first time I stepped foot in my brother’s room on
this new musical venture, my introduction to this sound was
something that would go on to become a huge part of my
very being today and is responsible for many of the wonderful
friends that surround me today. The aggressive vocals that
were pounding through this little 90’s tape deck grabbed me
enough to ask my brother “Who is this?” that very curiosity
opened me up to a great little band out of Seattle by the name
Nirvana. Hearing more tracks I knew I wanted more of this
band, and despite the rather embarrassed look on my face
holding my pennies at the counter in Woolworths when making eye contact with the cashier following their glimpse of the
naked baby on the front cover, it was at this point that my very
first album purchase was to be the album Nevermind
My curiosity of Nirvana grew and not just for the music, but
who they were, the discovery of Kurt Cobain, who he was and
what made him tick was just so mysterious at this young age.
Whilst I may not have had a full understanding of the lyrics
across each album, I was hooked enough that I bought each
consecutive album I could with the little pocket money I had
and borrowed the one’s I couldn’t afford from my sister when
she wasn’t listening to them. Any documentaries and music
videos we could find were watched by me and my siblings, we
were all in on the Nirvana hype train. I never really knew how
much my parents approved (or didn’t) overhearing the lyrics to
songs the likes of Rape Me, but I wasn’t going to let that stop
my curiosity of this amazing band and that fandom never really
stopped, but it did have its share of heartache.

For me, I was of an age where suicide was something I just
couldn’t fathom, I couldn’t understand why anyone would
leave behind something so substantial, especially when Cobain
had both a family, including a beautiful daughter, Frances
Bean, and a wealth of popularity the world over. It seemed
mysterious as to why anyone would give that up for nothing,
nothing made any sense to me, surely, Cobain had everything
he needed? What made him want a way out? This in turn was
also my first brush with the gripes associated with mental
health issues, but I wouldn’t begin to understand it until much
later in my life.
Cut to modern day and I sit here now writing this, listening to
another impressionable artist that falls in to a similar category
of music, or at the very least the same community, an artist
who was also loved by fans the world over but also fell to the
same level of difficulties Cobain had to take his own life. When
I first heard Linkin Park I was in college, just like my brother
was when he first heard Nirvana, but I wasn’t overly sold, it
was a new and unique sound that I couldn’t quite grasp, but
over time it grew on me, I started to realise that the same
ground that Nirvana broke with grunge is the very one Linkin
Park broke with Nu Metal and they continue to hold that
crown even after their more recent controversial album, One
More Light, which in itself could end up breaking a new mould
too. Whilst I still am not a fan of the new album, I’m gradually
understanding the creativity behind it and Bennington’s heart
can really be felt in many of the lyrics contained within. Who
knows, maybe I’ll learn to love it like I did their other work, he
was very defensive of his contribution here despite backlash by
many of the fans of their earlier work.
Chester Bennington had a multitude of things others strive
for in his life much like Cobain, a loving wife, six kids, a great
deal of friends in the rock community who supported him, and
also like Cobain, he appeared to calm his demons through his
creativity until the very end. It was very apparent from when
Linkin Park started out with their debut album Hybrid Theory
that there was some real angst behind these boys and they
had a lot to say, it didn’t take long for them and the lead vocals
of Chester to become the voice for millions the world over.
For those who felt like their heads were a bad neighbourhood
to walk through on their own, each one of Linkin Park’s songs

Come April 1994, my sisters are becoming excited by the
opportunity to finally get the chance to see Nirvana perform
live in Reading, my jealousy from not being able to go due
to supposedly being “too young” is unfounded. Little did we
know what would follow next. As my sister and I sit on her bed
ready to start the day, our mum comes up with a look on her
face of concern, she knew exactly how we were about to feel.
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made it feel like that they were no longer alone, but in fact
they had an army in their head to face it, an army lead vocally
by Chester.
Even today, 17 years since the release of Hybrid Theory, I see
a young generation of new rock fans screaming at the top of
their lungs to songs such as One Step Closer and In The End on
almost a weekly basis, the energy Chester put into those songs
remains heralded and strong enough to be passed down to the
youth of today to ease the mental pressure like the generation
before them.

As gut wrenching as it was to hear of Bennington’s death,
based on my childhood experience, I’m no stranger as to how
or why this has happened, in fact I know it now better than
ever and have been facing my own demons for many years. I
can only commend Chester for having focused his energy in a
way that entertained countless people and spoke to them in a
way only anyone else suffering could, it takes a lot of courage
to put yourself in front of the world, write lyrics that represent
the dark side of your life, risk your own integrity and open
yourself up to criticism in that way, but I have no doubt many
people have taken comfort from his courage over the years
and turned it into their own positive experience and have
taken creative cues from him to form their own music. Yet it
does make me wonder how many 7-year-old kids out there are
going through this at the same stage in their life now as I was
when I experienced it with Cobain.
Now, whilst I don’t want to make any assumptions, it’s been
known that Chester was close to Chris Cornell (Audio Slave,
Soundgarden) who also took his own life in May this year and
that the reason for his death may be due the emptiness left
behind by a Cornell shaped hole. The fact Bennington passed
away on what would have been Cornell’s 53rd birthday does
raise several questions, but without any note left behind by
Bennington, only he has any idea on why he felt like it was
time to leave it all behind.

cography, I try to wonder what it is we can learn from such
talented people in this world? From these great forces in the
rock world, I do see some real beauty that people can learn
from and that there is always an avenue to vent your emotions
through, be it music or any other form of art, you need to let
your emotions be expressed and, right now, if you’re still reading this, my writing is one outlet, as is being a DJ that introduces a new generation to these fondly remembered artists,
you just need to find yours. So, whilst we mourn the loss of
great people in our lives, we can’t let that be the end of ours,
we will remember them fondly and we will learn from them in
the same way we learn from many great people in history, as
humans we push forward, we strive for happiness and support
one another.
If you can’t surround yourself with people you love, surround
yourself with creativity, find an outlet, be the fantastic person
you always wanted to be and don’t let anyone stop you, and
if you find it never let it go. If you can’t make anyone else
proud, make yourself proud and the rest will follow, and even
if you can’t do that, know that I will always be proud of you
for what you set out to do, just don’t let your life go to waste
and be sure to try your hardest to give other people things to
aspire to. And above all, if you feel like none of this is working,
please for the sake of everyone else who has yet to discover
the fantastic things you have to offer, find someone to talk to,
there’s always someone out there to reach and vent to (www.
samaritans.org) and there is too much in this world to explore
for you to just give up. Be an inspiration and in the words of
Bennington himself, be sure to find a place for your head.

However, also being no stranger to loss of a good friend, I
could relate to whatever difficulties he was facing if this was
the case, and whilst I’m so glad I have had other people able
to get me through those hard times to come out of the other
side, it’s just heart breaking to think that Chester (a man who
has already had his resolve tested for many years from what
I can tell) had reached a point where he gave up through this
loss and could take no more, a point that no amount of money
could help him turn back on. If only he truly knew the Bennington shaped hole he has left behind, he might have realised his
family, friends and fans would have returned the favour and
given everything to be the army for the bad neighbourhood in
his head.
So, as I continue sitting here listening to Linkin Park’s dis-
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Tragedy Upon Tragedy

Following the suicide of Chester Bennington, a fan of Linkin Park
has died by suicide. A friend of the deceased fan made the following comment here
“My best friend, who has had a very rough life, took Chester’s
death very hard and decided to take her own life last night. It is
hard to speak about in person and feels good to get this off my
chest to a community that understands what I am going through.
“We have both been crying all week long. And then to receive the
worst news in the middle of a 12-hour nursing night shift, was
one of the hardest things I’ve ever had to go through.
“I just spent the night reading everyones inspiring words to make
it through the night. I just feel guilt, anger and pain, like I could have done more or should have known. She was also a nurse and
had two beautiful kids, but her demons got the best of her. Something she kept so deep, that I never thought would go this far.
“We were planning on attending a memorial tomorrow at citi field and getting tattoos for Chester. My heart has been heavy all
week and I didn’t think it could possibly get any worse. I’m still trying to get use to the idea that she’s not here, and trying to
work through my feelings. Like, I can’t send her a quick text or shoot her a meme that would make us both laugh.
“It’s going to be a huge adjustment. We both really bonded over Linkin Park, we were like 12 years old when ‘Hybrid Theory’
came out. Their music just did wonders for us, finally made us feel like we weren’t alone. Their music like healed my soul, to be
honest. It’s a hard loss all around.”

STATEMENT RELEASED BY
CHESTER BENNINGTONS WIFE

“One week ago today, I lost my soulmate and my children
lost their hero-their Daddy. We had a fairytale life and now
it has turned into some sick Shakespearean tragedy. How
do I move on? How do I pick up my shattered soul? The
only answer I know is to raise our babies with every ounce
of love I have left.

“I want to let my community and the fans worldwide know
that we feel your love. We feel your loss as well. My babies
are so young to have lost their daddy. And I know that all
of you will help keep his memory alive. He was a bright,
loving soul with an angels voice. And now he is pain free
singing his songs in all of our hearts.
“May God Bless us all and help us turn to one another
when we are in pain. Chester would’ve wanted us to do so.
Rest In Peace, my love. Always, Mrs. Talinda Bennington”
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But the funny thing about mental illnesses is, they make you
so tired. Not that other diseases don’t. But its a different kind
of tired. A tired that makes you not care, about anything. And
eventually, your self perseverance is so worn down, that you
don’t care. You just can’t bear to suffer anymore. Or have your
loved ones see you suffer and bring them down with you. You
start to feel like a nuisance because everyone else is having fun
but the dark cloud hanging over your head wont go away. You
start to feel ashamed and embarrassed and like everything’s
a mistake and it snowballs and you can’t take it and need the
emotion inside to come out and its not pretty but you can’t
help it because this is the mess you’ve become.

End The Stigma

By Amanda Erickson

Sound familiar? No? THEN DONT EVER SAY THAT SOMEONE
WHO COMMITS SUICIDE IS A COWARD OR SELFISH BECAUSE
THEY HAVE FOUGHT ON THE FRONT LINES OF A BATTLE THAT
YOU HAVE NO IDEA ABOUT FOR LONGER THAN YOU KNOW.

Its a little hard for me to describe how Chester Benningtons
suicide has affected me. In every way. I have been listening to
Linkin Parks music for over 10 years and they’ve helped me
get through some really hard times. Making me feel not alone
and thankful that someone could put these dark thoughts into
words and then perfectly align them with the right music to go
along with them.
Although I’ve always loved Mike Shinodas vocals and rapping, it was Chesters voice that really spoke to me. Somehow
his screaming was just perfect and it released something in
me that i couldn’t let out myself. Still to this day I’ve never
screamed at the top of my lungs. I’ve sang at the top of my
lungs, but never screamed. And his was just so strangely
soothing and perfect.

Instead of bashing and hate, try to sympathize and imagine
how hard things must have been for them. And know that
thousands of other people are on the brink of suicide every
day and they need help and love and support. Its so hard to
live everyday so down and not seeing colors the same way,
not finding joy in anything, not having energy for anything,
not ever getting excited about anything. But they fake smiles
because they don’t want to bring down anyone else.

Linkin Park is one of the few musicians that I rely on and go to
when I’m down. Which is often. Especially recently and maybe
that’s why this is harder for me as opposed to if I had been in a
better state of mind. But no, I’ve been suffering. My head and
heart and body have been aching so badly recently from the
decline of my mental health and this deep depression taking
over every aspect of my life. And until yesterday, I had no idea I
was suffering alongside Chester.

These people are the most loving, caring, brave, beautiful people because they fight through all this everyday and literally
care more about others than they do themselves. Because
sometimes, those people that we the sick surround ourselves
with, are the ones that keep us alive. You could be keeping
someone alive right now and not even realize it.

As sad as it is for me to say, I’m happy for him that he’s not suffering any more. This is how important mental health is. How
much longer are people going to ignore it? Underestimate it?
Scrutinize it? This is what happens to people who don’t get
help. This is what happens to people who have been strong for
too long and are tired.
When someone dies from other diseases like ALS or cancer,
the cause of death is listed as just that. It took over their body.
But when someone dies of suicide, its their fault, not a mental
illness. They didn’t want to die. There was a dark, evil part of
them that took over their body. And then the reactions from
people goes one of two ways: they’re upset and shocked and
saddened or they say “what a coward” “how selfish”.
It’s 2017, educate yourselves. Mental illnesses don’t care what
family you have, what your job is, who you are,etc. Just like
cancer and other physical, more visually evident diseases. They
take control and you have to combat it with will power, the
most strength you can muster, the right medication, a support
system and love.
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And that is my point. Stop shaming mental health. Its 2017
people. This is a very real thing and needs attention. Be strong
for people, check up on your friends and families mental
health, be there for them. In any and every way because if
suddenly they’re not here tomorrow, you’ll be wishing you had
been there for them or asked how they were or done something relaxing or enjoyable. Little moments like that can save
people. And for the people who have mental illnesses, who
have ever been suicidal, who have chosen to try living another day because you want to have hope that things get better,
which it will, keep fighting and please stay. Stay here with us.
You matter.
We can all be strong together and share our hardships, for this
life isn’t easy. But its easier to face when you have someone
beside you who has been there, crying on the floor begging for
the pain to stop. We can pull each other up and face the world
together, even behind eyes full of tears, we can still have hope
and love in our hearts and take it day by day and eventually
we’ll all be okay and things will be better. That’s my hope for
myself and everyone. We are survivors.
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By Aiman Azman

Starting Point

I have just heard the worst news of the day, of the week, and
most probably of the year. It’s a sad day due to the departure
of Chester Bennington, the frontman of Linkin Park. He died by
suicide, by hanging himself. He was struggling with depression for
a long time.
Yeah, sometimes, it’s easier to fake our smiles and pretend that everything’s okay when it is actually not. It’s easier that way because we do not want others to worry, because some might be faking themselves, as some might never understand what it feels
like to be in that position. So, the best thing to do is hide it. But, for how long?
We have lost a lot of icons due to depression, including Robin Williams, Chris Cornell, Cory Monteith and many more. Like an
army, falling, one by one, by one. We need to stop the social stigma, that mental health is nothing to worry about. You will know
how much it hurts to suffer all alone, becoming hopeless and helpless, and the only thing people do was laugh and say you were
just overthinking. Maybe the lack of
empathy, that made men live selfishly. Chester once said, when life
leaves us blind, love keeps us kind.
Again, the departure of the lead
singer of the band left a huge
impact, as most of the kids grew up
with their music. May your death
brings you peace, and become
a starting point for the world to
change. In the end, it does even
matter
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STATEMENT FROM REMAINING MEMBERS OF LINKIN PARK
Dear Chester,
Our hearts are broken. The shockwaves of grief and denial are still
sweeping through our family as we come to grips with what has happened.
You touched so many lives, maybe even more than you realized. In the
past few days, we’ve seen an outpouring of love and support, both public
and private, from around the world. Talinda and the family appreciate it,
and want the world to know that you were the best husband, son, and
father; the family will never be whole without you.
Talking with you about the years ahead together, your excitement was infectious. Your absence leaves a void that can never be
filled—a boisterous, funny, ambitious, creative, kind, generous voice in the room is missing. We’re trying to remind ourselves that
the demons who took you away from us were always part of the deal. After all, it was the way you sang about those demons that
made everyone fall in love with you in the first place. You fearlessly put them on display, and in doing so, brought us together and
taught us to be more human. You had the biggest heart, and managed to wear it on your sleeve.
Our love for making and performing music is inextinguishable. While we don’t know what path our future may take, we know
that each of our lives was made better by you. Thank you for that gift. We love you, and miss you so much.
Until we see you again, LP
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